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Sexism and the English language | The Economist Sexism is rife in language. A woman may be described as “bossy”, while a man is more likely to be “assertive”. The Economist's ...
Language and sexism | Daily Digest 19/9/19 Today's daily digest talks about gendered languages, sexism, culture, and some common myths and misconceptions about the ...
Gendered Linguistics: Why Words Matter Elle Graham-Dixon, Group Planning Director & Equality Strategist, BBDO Talking about diversity can be hard. But do words ...
What is FEMINIST LANGUAGE REFORM? What does FEMINIST LANGUAGE REFORM mean? http://www.theaudiopedia.com What is FEMINIST LANGUAGE REFORM? What does FEMINIST LANGUAGE REFORM ...
Men, women and language -- a story of human speech | Sophie Scott | TEDxUCLWomen How do we use language and vocal sound? Professor of Neuroscience Sophie Scott gives an upbeat and informative talk on the ...
How our language reveals our thoughts on equality | Anne Phillips | TEDxCourtauldInstitute The notion that all humans are equal is the defining idea of our age. Yet, it is an idea we do not live up to. People are excluded ...
♀♂ Can languages be sexist? Part 1 - English and German Bossy, boy's club, soccer dad, working mom. Can languages be sexist? We spoke to two of our linguistic experts, Javier and Irene, ...
Calling teachers Sir and Miss 'depressing and sexist' Calling teachers "Sir" or "Miss" is depressing, sexist and gives women in schools a lower status than their male counterparts, ...
Inclusive Language All images are created and owned by Virtual High School or are in the Public Domain. For ownership and copyright information, ...
USE NON-SEXIST LANGUAGE NON-SEXIST LANGUAGE is language that applies to people in general, both male and female. For example, the non-sexist terms ...
Sexuality and Language | AS English Language Revision as a queer woman i wholeheartedly hate this and myself.
Gender-inclusive Language - How to avoid sexism A student must always try their best, or his or her best? Mailman, policeman, businessman? Is there a problem with using these ...
Stereotypes -- funny because they are true | Katerina Vrana | TEDxThessaloniki Stand-up comedian Katerina Vrana talks about stereotypes and makes us all believe that the reason that they are funny is that ...
We should all be feminists | Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie | TEDxEuston Never miss a talk! SUBSCRIBE to the TEDx channel: http://bit.ly/1FAg8hB
http://www.tedxeuston.com Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie a ...
How language shapes the way we think | Lera Boroditsky There are about 7000 languages spoken around the world -- and they all have different sounds, vocabularies and structures.
Violence against women—it's a men's issue: Jackson Katz at TEDxFiDiWomen Jackson Katz, Phd, is an anti-sexist activist and expert on violence, media and masculinities. An author, filmmaker, educator ...
I've lived as a man & a woman -- here's what I learned | Paula Stone Williams | TEDxMileHigh If you're a man, at one point or another you've probably thought to yourself, “I will never understand women!” And if you're a ...
MEETING THE ENEMY A feminist comes to terms with the Men's Rights movement | Cassie Jaye | TEDxMarin By facing long-held assumptions, one woman reevaluates her own gender biases. Documentary Filmmaker, The Red Pill Cassie ...
The Credibility Gap: How Sexism Shapes Human Knowledge | Soraya Chemaly | TEDxBarcelonaWomen It's a man's world...but what does that mean? Today, when you Google "Are Women...?" the most likely suggested answer you'll ...
Gender Neutral Pronouns: They're Here, Get Used To Them There are important corrections to this video. Visit here: https://www.tomscott.com/gender-neutral-pronouns/ or pull down the ...
The surprising neuroscience of gender inequality | Janet Crawford | TEDxSanDiego This talk was given at a local TEDx event, produced independently of the TED Conferences. Janet Crawford dives into the ...
Body language and gender from a dancer's perspective | Natalia Khosla | TEDxYale Natalia Khosla questions the relationship between body language and our perception of gender.
Natalia is a senior at Yale in ...
UMD handbook uses 'sexist' language The handbook has separate guidelines for male and female TAs.
The dark secret behind sexist advertisements. | Natalia Ortiz Hazarian | TEDxYSMU Women don't feel represented by advertisements – even though they are the main responsible for buying decisions around the ...
Everyday sexism: Laura Bates at TEDxCoventGardenWomen In this fascinating talk, founder of the award-winning EverydaySexismProject, Laura Bates, talks about her inspiring ...
Decoding Sexism in AI | Isabella Morona | TEDxPhillipsAcademyAndover How can increasing diversity in STEM contribute to the development of technologies that will benefit and empower us all?
How Sexism Affects us all | Julia Hardy | TEDxYYC Julia Hardy tells us how she uses humour to combat endemic online sexism, and explains how the actions of this small ...
Chris Hemsworth and Scarlett Johansson Insult Each Other | CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGE! "You're ugly!": Avengers: Endgame stars Chris Hemsworth and Scarlett Johansson take it in turns to INSULT EACH OTHER on ...
Comedy Lounge - Joel Dommett CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGE Joel Dommett bring the funny in the Phil & Alice Comedy Lounge on Radio 1.
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